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Coates Hire Limited is Australia’s largest hire equipment
company with over 115 years experience in industry, supplying
to a wide variety of markets including Engineering and Building
Construction & Maintenance, Mining & Resources,
Manufacturing, Government, and Events.
With over 100 branch and satellite locations across the
country, our own maintenance and transport capability, Coates
is well positioned to satisfy the equipment hire needs of an
ever increasing customer base.
Our special thanks to Swannee & OB
for their continued support!
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Welcome!

To the 2001 Canberra Rod and
Kustom Krooze.
On behalf of the CRAKK 2002
committee and all Rodders and
Custom enthusiasts in the
Australian Capital Territory I would
like to welcome you to the CRAKK
2002. We hope your cruize to the
ACT was an uneventful one (no
coppers, no break downs).
This years event was hindered by
the news that our association with
the Canberra Holiday Retreat had
to be forgone due to circumstances
beyond our control. Should any
entrants have been inconvenienced
by this, we do apologise and ask
that you understand our
predicament.
The White Ibis Holiday Village
came to the rescue and for this we
thank them very much.
The committee hope that all
entrants and their families enjoy
the weekend in the tradition that
the CRAKK Run has become famous
for.
A run of this size cannot be put
together without the support of a
lot of local businesses. We publicly
acknowledge those businesses

throughout the CRAKK Book, and
would like to thank them once again
for lending their support to the
CRAKK Run and would ask that you
recognise those businesses.
OK, I've had my bit, I had best let
you get on with doing all those
things that Rodders and Custom
owners do. I hope you enjoy the
weekend and please, when on your
way home, drive safely!
Thanks.
Terry Falkingham
CRAKK 2002 coordinator
Ian O’Brien (O.B.)
President, Canberra Hot Rod
Association (Inc.)

CRAKK 2002 Committee
Terry Falkingham
Run Coordinator
Andrew Komnacki
Registration, entries
John and Melinda Thompson
Entertainment
Brett Edwards
Sam McCauley
Sue Bryant, Paul Turkentine

Cruizes
Hot Rod Olympics, signage, trophies.
Kidz Time

Carol Falkingham
Lyn and OB Obrien
Mark Saunders
Choco and Vicki Munday

Committee assistants and support group

Call Terry on 0410 471 947 or Andrew on 0411 614 839
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Publishers of Australian Street Rodding Magazine and Specialist
Automotive Books for Hot Rod and Custom Car enthusiasts

One lucky entrant will win a subscription to ASR magazine thanks to Graffiti,
sponsors of the 2002 CRAKK run.

A guide to building
your own street rod
using examples from
existing rods. Based on
sound engineering
methods and principles,
this book
demonstrates that it’s
one thing to build a
street rod but it can
be quite anotherto
have it comply with
current regulations and
engineering
requirements. How to
minimise the hassles by
using 100s of photos
and diagrams to explain
what is required. For
the first time rodder
or experienced builder
there is plenty of
reference material to
incorporate into your
next project

A complete guide to
styling your street rod
using other rodders
projects. Ten chapters
and over 300 photos
give the reader an
insight as to how other
rodders have designed
their street rod. All
aspects of Street rod
styling are covered
including front end
treatment, rear end
treatment, engine bays,
access and vision,
interiors, running
boards, fenders and
even accessories.
Particular emphasis is
placed on making the
styling of your street
rod practical for
everyday use. Good
engineering practice
and safety related
issues are given special
attention.

The latest manual from
Choco Munday. The
ever increasing
presence of electronics
in modern vehicles is
starting to trickle
through to the hot rod
and custom market
where enthusiasts are
going to have to deal
with some of this new
technology. Choco
Munday shows you how
to get your knowledge
up to speed in easy to
understand layman's
terms. This book also
includes conventional
wiring information and
it is extensively crossreferenced to make
your electrical and
electronics research
easy. No hot rodder's
library should be
without this book.

California Hot Rodder is a
fantastic representation of
what hot rodding is all about,
long before the exploitation and
commercialisation of America's
most unique hobby. Jay grew up
square in the middle of an era
that a lot of younger people can
only imagine and wish they were
a part of. He relates exciting
and funny stories of racing,
building cars with friends, and
enjoying those cars with his
family, while providing a
excellent timeline of how the
styles and trends of hot rods
progressed over the years,
interspersed with great
technical information.
This book gives you the feel of
sitting with your buddies in your
garage gathered around your
hot rod, late on a Saturday
night, having a couple of beers,
telling stories and benchracing.

Visit Graffiti at: http://www.graffitipub.com.au
Hot Rod Handbooks
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ACT Distributors

CAPITAL AUTO PAINTS 2 /79-81 GLADSTONE ST FYSHWICK (02)
6280 7313 (02) 6280 6242

NSW Distributors

HARTS AUTOLAC CENTRE 11 AMAX AVE GIRRAWEEN (02) 9896 4799
SYDNEY AUTOLAC CENTRE 83 HOTHAM PDE ARTARMON (02) 9906 5547
SYDNEY AUTOLAC CENTRE UNIT 1/ 161 TAREN POINT RD TAREN POINT (02) 9524 2333
SYDNEY AUTOLAC CENTRE 16 WYNBORNE RD BROOKVALE (02) 9905 1388
AMERON - ALBURY PO BOX 645 LAVINGTON (02) 6040 1077
EASTLAND TRADE SUPPLIES 173A ORLANDO ST COFFS HARBOUR (02) 6652 4022
GRAHAMS AUTO SUPPLIES UNIT 12 BLACKBUTT RD PORT MACQUARIE (02) 6581 0828
HARRIGAN FORD 200 CORRIMAL ST WOLLONGONG (02) 4228 7666
HUNTER PAINT SUPPLIES 3B / 321 HILLSBOROUGH RD WARNERS BAY (02) 4954 4454
MITCHELL AGRICULTURAL SPARES UNIT 10/11 DONALDSON ST GRIFFITH (02) 6962 3866
TONY LEAHEY FORD PO BOX 463 ORANGE (02) 6362 0693
WAGGA TRADE SUPPLIES 43 PEARSON ST WAGGA WAGGA (02) 6925 4877
WOODFIELD TRADE SUPPLIES 39 SOUTHERN CROSS DRIVE BALLINA (02) 4152 4822
ALL CARS PAINT SUPPLIES 28 LACEY STREET CROYDON 3136 (03) 9723 6662 (03)
97237121 JUST PAINTS 191 CHESTERVILLE RD MOORABBIN 3189 (03) 9555 6333 (03) 9555
8777 NORTHERN AUTOMOTIVE PAINTS 372 SETTLEMENT ROAD THOMASTOWN 3074
(03) 9465 9411 (03) 94644290
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Day 1
Friday 25th Jan
Time

Event

12 Noon—5pm

Canberra sightseeing (War Memorial)

2pm – 4pm

Early registration, merchandise sales

6pm—7pm

Registration

8pm – 11pm

Entertainment—DVD on the big screen

8pm—9.30pm

Sizzle, Suds and Snort

8pm — 11pm

Kroozin’ the White Ibis under lights

11pm

Kroozin’ ceases

WHERE THE MAN WHO OWNS THE STORE RUNS THE
STORE
Cnr Soward Way and Ankatel Streets, Tuggeranong
John Thompson, Manager

Phone (02) 6293 3955
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Day 2
Saturday 26th Jan
Time

Event

7am – 8am

Breakfast, entrants only.

7am – 4pm

Spark plug hunt (kidz only!)

9am - 2pm

Krooze to Erindale—Show n Shine for people’s choice
and Sam’s Hot Rod Olympics!.

2pm - 6pm

Kroozin’ the White Ibis.

6.30pm - 8pm

Roast Dinner at White Ibis Dining Room

8pm - 11.30pm

XXX Krooze—Bus tickets required

8pm—11pm

Saturday Night Disco.
Kroozin’ under lights.

11pm

Kroozin’ ceases!
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CRAKK 2002 Sponsor!
Win one of two $250 gift vouchers!

Queanbeyan
22 Yass Road
(02) 6297 8210
(02) 6299 1611
Fyshwick

Hot Rod Handbooks

79 Newcastle St.
(02) 280 5906
(02) 280 7619
Mitchell
74 Hoskins St

(02) 241 9281

(02) 6921 5541

Wagga Wagga
12 Jones St
(02) 6921 2598
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Day 3
Sunday 27th Jan
Time

Event

7am – 8.30am

Breakfast—Entrants Only!

9am

Colouring Comp, Modeling comp, spark plug hunt finishes

9.30am – 12.30pm Show n Shine at the White Ibis for Entrants Choice.
10am - 11am

Colouring Competition presentations at the bus shelter
Modeling Competition presentations at the bus shelter
Spark Plug Hunt presentations at the bus shelter

12noon

Entrants choice voting closed

1pm—2pm

Presentations at the bus shelter
Farewells

2pm—8.30pm

Free time—Kroozin

8.30pm—10.30pm

Krooze Canberra by night—Mt Ainslie, Black Mountain,
Red Hill, your hosts—the Chev Bow Tie Club

Competition News!

All throughout the CRAKK weekend will be the colouring
competition, modeling and a kids Spark Plug Hunt.

Competition forms must be in their
boxes by 9am Sunday morning!

For more info, see a CRAKK run committee member (page 3)
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4 ANELLA AVE CASTLE
HILL
(02) 9894-2111

cwsgroup@telstra.easymail.com.au
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Located 500 metres
from the 2002
CRAKK HQ, the
Caltex Sutton is
providing the CRAKK
with the buckets and
sponges plus prizes
galore!
Our thanks to the
staff and
management for their
kind support.
Open for business all
through the run get
your food, fuel, fags
and a few fine fings
at the Caltex,
Federal Highway,
Sutton.
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CRUIZE ‘N’ WEAR
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Watch out for Dan. . .

http://www.nestle.com.au/

The Ice Cream Van will
open for business at
various times throughout
the CRAKK run. Keep your
ear out for announcements.

. . .the Ice Cream Man!!

Nestle Peters have been proudly
supporting the CRAKK run for many years,
supplying free ice creams to our entrants
and guests. So support our sponsors and
buy only

Nestle Peters!
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A herd of buffalo can move only as fast as the slowest buffalo, and when the
herd is hunted, it is the slowest and weakest ones at the back that are killed
first. This natural selection is good for the herd as a whole, because the
general speed and health of the whole group keeps improving by the regular
culling of the weakest members.
In much the same way the human brain can only operate as fast as the
slowest brain cells. Excessive intake of alcohol, we all know, kills off brain
cells, but naturally it attacks the slowest and weakest brain cells first.
In this way, regular consumption of beer eliminates the weaker brain cells,
constantly making the brain a faster and more efficient machine

Hot Rod Handbooks
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CRAKK 2002 Major Sponsors

http://www.tuggers.com.au/

6 Riccardo St, Wanniassa
Phone: (+61 2) 6231 4000, 6231 4229 - Fax: 6231 4328
Email: john.penca@tuggers.com.au

Tuggeranong Valley Rugby Union & Amateur Sports Club Erindale is the
destination for the 2002 Krooze de Kanberra. After a hard day slaving
over a hot steering wheel, come on in and enjoy the club’s facilities.

Tuggeranong
Valley Rugby
Union & Amateur
Sports Club Erindale

The Clubs Sports Bar
provides seating for
approximately 120 - 130
for a formal sit down
function.
For more information,
please don't hesitate to
contact our Reception
Staff at anytime on
6121 2100.

Chisholm Sports
Club

Thinking of having a
function? Why not have
it at the Chisholm
Sports Club, and let us
do all the work and
cleaning up for you.
We have a refurbished
function room which
seats 60 - 80
Hot Rod Handbooks

comfortably. It is also
great for meetings, we
have portable
microphones, white
boards, TV and Video
facilities.

Town Centre
Sports Club

for your next function
or conference.
If you require any
further information,
please don't hesitate to
contact our reception
staff on Ph. 6200 8400

The Town Centre Sports
Clubs function facilities
are able to cater for
groups from 60 to 300
persons. They also
provide a great venue
for conferences or
meetings; we have
portable microphones,
whiteboards and
markers, over head
projector and screen as
well as TV and Video
facilities.

Lanyon Valley
Rugby Union Club
Why not consider the
Lanyon Valley Rugby
Union Club as the venue
CRAKK 2002
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Brake Bias
Getting the front and back brakes to do the right amount of work in a
modified system.
By Graham Pring, pics by Graham Pring and Julian Edgar
Braking bias determines how much braking effort is carried out by the front wheels,
versus the back wheels. Since weight transfers forwards when decelerating, it's normal to
have the front brakes doing more of the work - that's why front brakes are generally
bigger than the rear brakes. But if you make brake system modifications, it's quite
possible to upset this front/rear bias - in fact, to end up with a completely incorrect brake
bias. And I've experienced the latter! I'd just finished building my Cobra-replica kit car,
with all the work done precisely according to the directions given by an automotive
engineer. Then one day I drove out of the garage and nearly hit a fence post. This
happened when the master cylinder front brake seal scored and wouldn't operate the front
brakes. No problem you say - there are always the back brakes. But I had a sore leg from
applying so much pressure to the brake pedal to get the car to stop with just the back
brakes! And even if you're not building a car from scratch, a similar problem is possible.
For example, what if you've changed the brakes and calipers to larger units, or you've
thrown away that spindly little drum-braked rear axle assembly and fitted a disc-braked
Ford 9-inch rear end? In these situations it's easy to bleed the brakes and then put pedal to
the metal to check them out... to find that suddenly the rear of the car wants to overtake
the front. So bias can be either too much to the front (the rear brakes doing nothing) or
too much to the back (the rear brakes locking well before the fronts).
(Continued on page 18)
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(Continued from page 17)

Required Bias
Put simply, what you need is for front brakes to lock the front wheels slightly before the
rear wheels lock. (No, we're not talking cars with ABS here!) This means that the car
remains in a straight line, steered and stabilised by the rear wheels. With the rears locked
up, the back wheels steer the car and the steering wheel is virtually useless. There are
several ways of testing brake bias. You can find a brake dyno, or alternatively grab a
friend and some chalk or duct tape and then find a vacant road to do some testing. The
marking materials are used on the tyres so that your friend can more readily tell which
wheels - the front or the back - stop turning first. If there is a bias problem (and of course
the brakes are in good condition, with no seized pistons or anything like that - see the
breakout box at the end of this
story) it is then up to you to
sort it out or take it to an
expert. However be prepared
for no help from most brake
centres, as changing values in a
brake proportioning valve is
not something that they
normally do - or, in my
experience, even want to do!

The Cobra
The Cobra kit car that I built
used Jaguar XJ6 three-piston front callipers and XJ6 two-piston rear callipers, with the
appropriate XJ6 discs fitted all round. When building the car, a major supplier of kit cars
informed me that the correct type of master cylinder to use with the Jaguar brakes was a
Mitsubishi Sigma system - booster and master cylinder. Customers of that supplier used
an automotive engineer whom I'll call Fred. Fred was responsible for decisions regarding
any engineering standards of the kit, including brakes.
So off I went and purchased a Sigma booster and master cylinder, manufactured here in
Australia by
PBR. Knowing
what I do now,
the system was
probably off a
front discbraked, rear
drum-braked
Sigma sedan.
One thing that I
did realise is that
I had to remove
the residual line
pressure valve it's used in drum
(Continued on page 20)
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58 Townsville St Fyshwick
Ph 6280 7794

HT and MS Bolts
Bosch Power Tools
Structural Assemblies
Masonry Anchors
Purlin Bolts
Self-Drilling Screws
Stainless Steel
Roofing Screws
Safety Products
Masonry Drills
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Silicones
Pop Rivets
Polyurethanes
Drill Bits
Concrete Screws
Taps and Dies
Hole saws
End mills etc
Diamond Blades
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(Continued from page 18)

brake systems but not in disc brake systems. After the fright of driving out of the shed
with almost no brakes, I thought it was about time to look deeper into what was
happening. Especially since I remembered that I had driven the vehicle flat out around
Mallala Raceway doing Super Sprints... I repaired the master cylinder and then put the
rear wheels up on jackstands. The Turbo 700 auto transmission was put into Drive, with
the engine idling at 850 rpm. It soon became obvious that to get the rear wheels to stop, I
needed to use an extremely heavy foot pressure - and all of this while just idling in "D"!
No information on the brake bias was available, except a page in a PBR book showed
what appeared to be the same master cylinder having different 'crack points', depending
on the model of car to which it was fitted. So what is a crack point?

Crack Points
(Continued on page 21)

Shannons was the brainchild of the late
Robert Shannon who created an insurance
business in the early seventies run by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts. Its insurance
product is specially tailored to individual
needs and relies on direct contact with
clients rather than through other agents
or brokers.
For a free quote on your special vehicle or any information on
Shannons services including auctions, events and valuations call:
1300 139 006
for the cost of a local call from anywhere in Australia.

Hot Rod Handbooks
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The 'crack point' is the point at which the front and rear brake system pressures change
from being the same front and rear, to where (normally) the rear brake pressure increases
in a smaller proportion to the front. That is, as you brake, the front and rear brake lines
have the same pressure until you reach the 'crack point', at which point the rear pressure
increases in proportion with the front
pressure according to the bias ratio of the
valve you have. The crack point (such as
'C150') is normally stamped onto the
proportioning or bias valve.
Most vehicles have a bias valve somewhere
in the system. Some are in the master
cylinder, some are in a separate valve body
and others use a bias bar or mechanical
arrangement. If it is in the master cylinder,
then your cylinder looks like two tubes
welded together. If the system has a separate
bias valve, then the master cylinder has only
one tube that looks almost
the same diameter along its
length, with a separate
valve body somewhere else
between the front and back
of the vehicle. If you have a
mechanical set-up, then
you have two master
cylinders with a balance
bar between them, which
can be adjusted to put more
of your foot pressure onto
one master cylinder than
the other.
There are several after-market adjustable bias valves such as ones from Tilton, AP
Racing, Wilwood and PBR. In these designs, the bias can be varied by turning a knob or

(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)

moving a lever, which make life easier, however they all appear to have a zero 'crack
point' - so be careful. Registration authorities take a dim view if such a valve is within an
arm's length when in a driving position, while sometimes it is not allowed inside the
cockpit at all. To vary the bias 'crack point' in a hydraulically actuated bias valve, the
internals need to be changed. This generally involves changing the internal spring. While
there are often several
springs within the cylinder,
the largest/heaviest spring is
the one that affects the crack
point. If you need to have
less rear braking pressure,
then the spring pressure in
the bias valve needs to be
reduced. Conversely, if you
need more rear braking, then
a stronger spring is required.
The latter can be a common
occurrence in kit cars or
drum brake to disc brake
conversions, where all sorts of mismatching of components occurs, even though the
registration authorities may only be concerned that the front brakes lock before the rears.
Different bias springs are quite often available from the same manufacturer - for example,
in the same model of car but with a different body style. The Mitsubishi Sigma GJ model
uses a PBR master cylinder, however the one master cylinder can have three different
springs with three different rear brake crack pressures.

The Cobra Again!
With the Cobra I should have started with a Sigma 'wagon with rear disc brakes' master
cylinder having a crack point of 550 psi, not the 320 psi version that I was actually using.
In the Sigma, the crack points varied between the sedan's disc/drum system, station
wagon's disc/drum system, as well as station wagon's disc front/disc rear. A similar
variation can be found with the PBR units in 1977 to 1979 Holdens with disc/drum and
disc/disc. PBR also made a P6307 proportioning valve which was an in-line type. It could
(Continued on page 23)
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(Continued from page 22)

be found on HQ Holdens, KE20 Toyota Corollas, VH Chrysler Valiants and MS65
Toyota Crowns. Specifications on these can be found in the PBR literature available at
brake service outlets.
Other places to obtain different springs to change the 'crack pressure' are the
miscellaneous bin at brake repairers (which often contain lots of proportioning valve
springs), make use of used motorcycle clutch springs, or you can get a spring
manufacturer to make new springs. Then it's a case of suck it and see! And what did I do?
I worked out that a stronger spring should increase my rear brake pressures. Out with the
vernier caliper, bathroom scales and the workshop vice to calculate the preload pressure
on the spring as well as the spring rate (ie how many pounds per inch it took to compress
it). Not being able to find any heavier car bias springs around the workshop, I instead
found some heavier motorcycle clutch springs to try. In went the heaviest spring I could
find, giving me a spring crack
point force of 60lb rather than
22lb, although I still didn't know
exactly how much rear brake
pressure was being developed
before or after the spring change.
Back to the jack stands and sure
enough, the rear wheels stopped
reasonably well at idle. I was
feeling a whole lot more
confident about being able to stop
if the front brakes failed. Out
onto the road and my front
wheels still locked before the
rears, although how much before
I don't know as the system still doesn't have enough rear brake pressure to lock the back
wheels at the same time as the fronts. After clamping off the two front brake lines (and
finding a safe testing location!) the rear brakes pulled the car up quite well, so I knew I
was somewhere in the ball park. Driving around the streets it was a whole lot more
confidence inspiring although it would be nice to have done a 'before' and 'after' brake test
to prove the point. Is the car set up to its potential best braking? I don't know the answer
to that yet, as it will require more bias spring changes and more testing. I found no useful
advice forthcoming from any brake centre except for one person who referred me to
'Fred', the previously mentioned automotive engineer. I didn't have the heart to tell my
informant that the engineer he had referred me to was the source of the misinformation in
the first place.…

Stuffed Brakes?
There are lots of reasons why brakes may not be working as well as they should. These
include:
 tyre grip
 disc diameters
 brake pad material
 brake pad alignment
(Continued on page 24)
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brake pad compound or friction coefficient
brake fluid boiling or degradation
leaking seals
seized pistons
loose mounts
incompatible piston to piston sizing from front to rear as well as master to slave
cylinder sizing
incorrect use of a residual line pressure valve in an all disc brake system
incorrect brake pedal alignment
incorrect brake pedal ratio
changed load in the vehicle (front to rear) as well as incorrect bias valve ratio

How to Measure Metric
Threads

Metric threads are designated by
measuring the thread diameter and
thread crest to crest distance (pitch) in
millimeters. In the example to the right,
the thread diameter is 16 millimeters
and the crest (pitch) measurement is
1.5 millimeters. This fitting would thus
have a callout of M16X1.5 thread size.
(For taper pipe OD sizes, measure the
third thread from the end.)
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Check them out at http://www.meguiars.com.au
Look for your Meguiars products in the CRAKK 2002 Goodies
Bags!
THE LEGEND SHINES ON
Meguiar's was around when the first Model T Ford's rolled off the production line, and during our 100 years in business we've been there for practically every major development in
automotive history. As the automotive industry expanded, so did we. From the first
horseless carriages to the latest clear coat finishes, we have worked closely with the
world's leading Carmakers, and their paint suppliers, to ensure our car care products are
always exceptional. Today, as we enter our second century in business, the company is
still owned and operated by the Meguiar family and the passion and commitment to product excellence grows ever brighter.

Meguiars Frequently Asked Questions
What's the best way to take care of the paint work on my brand new car?
Answer
Regular use of Meguiar's Gold Class Wax combined with frequent washing with Gold Class
Wash, will keep a paint finish looking "like new" for years. Our tough, long lasting paste wax
brings out the full richness & colour of paint and creates clear, sharp reflections unlike any other
polish or wax.
Meguiars Gold Class Paste Wax
o Lasts like only a paste wax can.
o Incredible "reflective" gloss.
o Dramatically improves depth of colour.
o Brings out full richness of paint.
How do I get maximum shine on alloy wheels and engine bay brightwork without leaving
scratches?
Answer
Wheels and trim can be chromed or uncoated polished alloy. All Metal Restorer from Meguiar's is
safe and effective on both. In fact, it polishes all metals to a brilliant shine without scratching because of its special micro-abrasives. This product also provides durable polymer-wax coating to
reduce tarnishing and brake dust build up.
Meguiar's Gold Class All Metal Restorer
o Polishes & protects without scratching
o Restores a mirror like shine
o Removes surface contamination and scratches
o Safe for all metals (except gold plating)
Is there a way I can get rid of car odours instead of using those overpowering fragrances?
Answer
Odours linger on because they are trapped in your cars carpet and upholstery. Air fresheners and
fragrances cover up smells by simply filling the air with a stronger and hopefully more pleasant
odour. Now there's a product that actually eliminates the toughest odours PERMANENTLY. Even
when your cars interior heats up or gets wet.
Meguiars Car Odour Eliminator
o Removes odours permanently with no overpowering fragrance.
o Eliminates all odours such as smoke, pizza, sweaty gym gear and pet smells etc.
o Made specifically for the high heat and moisture conditions of a car interior.
Q5 - Is there a product that will dress and protect my tyres and dash without leaving a
greasy shine?
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Caltex Aviation Service
Nomad St Pialligo
2609
(02) 6248 6376
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Our thanks to Schweppes Cottees, supplying Pepsi, Gatorade, Spring Valley and
Wave milk. Distributors:
10 McEacharn Place, Mitchell ACT 2911
6241 5188 Phone
6241 5099 Fax

Supercheap Auto
Belconnen
Stores
(02) 6253 5660
Gladstone St
Queanbeyan
Fyshwick
(02) 6299 4099
(02) 6239 2333
Tuggeranong
Square
(02) 6293 2233

Baker’s Delight, suppliers to the CRAKK run — fresh
bread daily.
Woden ShopG76 The Market,Woden Plaza
(02) 6281 5502
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110 Gladstone St Fyshwick
ACT
phone 02 6280 6198
Web: http://www.tractorreplacements.com.au
Email: gt@tractorreplacements.com.au

Our thanks to Tractor Replacements and all
their suppliers for their generous support.
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Air brake valves
Air compressors
Air controls &
Cylinders
Air filter assemblies
Air filter elements
Air hose &
fittings.
Air induction hose
Air pressure
gauges
Air pressure
regulators
Air rams
Air tools
Anti-freeze Antiboil
Ball valves
BallraceBatteries
Battery charger
Battery leads
Bearings - seals uni Joints
Bolts & nuts
Brake boosters
Brake drums
Brake linings
Brass fittings
Bucket teeth
Cargo-straps
Castors
Caterpillarspares (new &
used)
Chain
Chain Circlips
Claw couplings
Cables
Cut .off disc
Cutting edges
Cylinder hones
D shackle
Degreaser
Dial indicators
Drill bits
Drum pumps
Electric cable
End bits
Engine 0il
Engine.rebuild .kits .
Exhaust raincap
Exhaust stack
Exhaust system
accessories
Exhaust tube
Farm tractor-'.
Filters
Final drive
Fire fighting pump
Flap discs
Flexible exhaust
tube
Fuel transfer
pumps
Gas heaters

Gasket paper
Gauges
Generator set
Grab kits
Grader blades
Grease guns
Grease nipples
Grease-Pumps
Grinding discs
Ground engaging
tools
Grouser bar
Grouser shioes
Hand cleaner
Hand tools
Heater hose
High tensile bolt –
unc, unf: metric.'
Honda engine
Hooks
Hose Clamps
Hydraulic
breather cap.
Hydraulic filters
Hydraulic hose &
fittings
Hydraulic Jacks
Hydraulic power
packs
Hydraulic pumps
Hydraulic rams
Impact sockets
Impact wrench
Implement pins
Inhibitor
Jack hammers &
accessories
Jumper leads
Key steel
Komatsu spare
parts
Landing legs
Lifting hooks .
Lights
Loadbinder
Loctite
Lynch pins
Maxflo hose
Mirrors
Mudflaps
Mudguards
Mufflers
Nylon tube
Oil transfer
pumps
Paint, thinner,
primer
Parts washer
Paving breaker
Petrol & oil hose
Plow bolts
Porta power
Power tools
Precleaners
Pressure cleaners
PTO shaft
Pulleys
Radiator hose

Radiator inhibitor
Rag
Revolving
beacons
Ripper attachments
Ripper boots
Ripper shank
Robin engine
Rod ends
S cams
Seats
Shackle bushes &
pins
Signs
Slack adjusters
Slasher
Sling - flat web/
wire rope
Socket sets
Spanner sets
Speedi sleeves
Spring pack
Sprocket &
segment
Sprockets
Stands
Tap and die
Taper locks
Tension wrench
Thread inserts
Three point
linkage & accessories
Tipper body locks
Tool box
Tow-coupling
Track bolts & nuts
Track Chain
Track rollers
Track shoes
Truck &traiier
brake- suspension
Truck Wash
Turbo charger
hose
Turntables
Tyre gauges
Undercarriage
V belt
Vernier Calipers
Vices
WD-40
Wear plate
Wheels
Winches
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MISTEARL (NORTHSIDE)
PTY LTD
Your Shell Auto Care people
in the ACT
Mal Lawler
Network Manager

Phone 02 6232 6443
Mobile 0411 520 631

How often should you service your
car?
If you service your car regularly you
will save money in the long run.
Expensive problems all start the
same way - as little inexpensive
ones. With regular services from a
professional Shell Auto Care
location you can catch problems
early and fix them before they
become expensive.
How to save money with fixed
prices?
There are no unpleasant surprises
when you get your Shell Auto Care
invoice. Our prices are fixed and
repairs will be quoted in writing at
your request and completed by
qualified technicians.

Call for your nearest
Shell Auto Care
location 1800 808 372
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Trophy

Sponsor

Top 6
Top 6
Top 6
Top 6
Top 6
Top 6
Best GM
Best Mopar

CHRA
White Ibis Holiday Village
Coates Hire
Caltex Sutton
CWS Smash Repairs
Tractor Replacements
Nestle Peters
Standox Paints

Best British
Entrants Choice
Peoples Choice
Top Custom
Top Cruizer
Top Junior Male
Top Junior Female
Trevor Abernathy Memorial Mystery Cruizer
Award
Ross Eldridge Memorial Kool Kruzin Award
Spark Plug Hunt

Pats Tyres
Graffiti Publications
TVRU&A Sports Club
Bakers Delight - Woden
Tuggeranong Tyrepower
WebOne Internet Providers
Cruizin Magazine
Schweppes Cottees

Colouring Comp
Model Building
What Is It Board
Observation Run
Longest Distance

Caltex Pialligo
Caltex Pialligo
Shannons
Skidmarkz
Poor Boyz
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Gold Sponsors
Tuggeranong Valley Rugby Union and
Amateur Sports Club (Vikings) page
16
Caltex Sutton—Page 11
White Ibis—Page 14
Coates Hire—Page 2
Silver Sponsors
Tractor Replacements—Page 28
Graffiti Publications—Page 4
Cruzin Magazine—Page 29
Tuggeranong Tyrepower—Page 6
Pat’s Tyres—Page 8
CWS Smash Repairs—Page 10
Nestle Peter’s—Page 13
Standox Paints—Page 5
Bronze Sponsors
WebOne Internet—Page 15
Baker’s Delight, Woden—Page 27
Meguiar’s Products—Page 25
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Advertisers
Caltex Pialligo—26
Shannon’s Insurance—Page 20
Specialty Fasteners—Page 19
Supercheap Auto—Page 27
Schweppes Cottees—Page 27
Castrol
Shell
Stretchs Tiling Co—Page 7
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